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     My Piano Sonata (2004) utilizes multiple projections of a single all-interval twelve-tone 
row and two of its subset (and Z-related) hexachords—employed in the domains of both 
pitch and rhythm (and, therefore, harmony and form)—in hopes of achieving structural 
coherence, consistency of material, and directed progression over the span of the work’s 
thirteen minutes.  The initial sketch produced for the work articulates specific time-point 
attacks (surface rhythm), to which one, two, or three pitches are assigned. 
     Musical elements not defined in the initial sketch of the Piano Sonata include: register, 
duration, dynamic, articulation, and tempo.  Further, as the work develops from sketch to 
actual music, the original time-point/pitch scheme is occasionally modified by various 
means: gathering linear pitches into chords, arpeggiating chords into lines, single-pitch 
repetition, pitch-segment repetition, pitch rotation and exchange, and “pivot” pitches.  In 
the domain of rhythm, time-point strictures are consistently relaxed at the surface of the 
work, allowing for flexibility in rhythm and momentary shifts of perceived tempo—a sort 
of rubato effect—achieved through the use of polyrhythm. 
     As with any piece of music, many of the most significant and memorable features of the 
Piano Sonata are not produced directly by background structure, but are invented 
indirectly—some would use the term “intuitively”—during the composition process as a 
reaction to, and/or modification of, the strict sketch framework produced by original 
structural materials.  It is interesting to go back to one’s work as a music analyst might, re-
visiting original sketches and comparing them to the final version of the score.  After 
outlining the basic principles that inform the background structure and initial sketch of my 
Piano Sonata—the methods used to determine time-point attacks, the number of pitches 
per attack point, and the specific pitch(es) associated with each attack point—I will 
demonstrate how the opening nine measures evolved from sketch to score.  Further, I will 
explicate a more or less traditional tonal and functional analysis of these measures to 
demonstrate that the moment-to-moment details of the work’s surface—those details 
crafted indirectly, in a so-called “intuitive” manner—are not necessarily what a listener 
might expect to find resultant from the fundamentally serial principles that govern broader 
pitch and rhythm hierarchy and association within the composition, and indeed govern the 
entire work’s large-scale formal and harmonic structure. 
     Finally, I will share with you short quotes from three composers who have discussed the 
issue of intuitive deviation from a structural plan in order to create works that are 
capricious and inventive on the surface while maintaining overall coherence and direction 
through use of strict formal structures on the macro scale.  This, of course, is not a uniquely 
modern (or Modernist) ideal, but an ideal that can be observed in a wide variety of music—
serious and popular—from a wide variety of historical eras. 



 
 
1.  Both pitch and rhythm (harmony and form) are derived from a single all-interval row 
and its time-point intervals.  Note that the total span of the time-point intervals equals 72. 
 
Row 0 9 e 5 t 8 2 3 7 6 1 4 (0) 
Time-point intervals 9 2 6 5 t 6 1 4 e 7 3 8  
 
 
2.  From the time-point intervals, a background structure of twelve sections is created.  
Making each time-point-interval modulus equal to 12 quarter notes preserves the 
proportion of the original time-point intervals over a large span of time.  With the span of 
time-point intervals totaling 72, a total of 864 quarter notes results from this operation: 12 
minutes at quarter = 72; slightly over 13 minutes at 66. 
 

Section Time-point interval Number of quarter notes 
1 9 108 
2 2 24 
3 6 72 
4 5 60 
5 t 120 
6 6 72 
7 1 12 
8 4 48 
9 e 132 
10 7 84 
11 3 36 
12 8 96 

 
 
3.  Each of the 12 background sections are further divided into 144 middleground sections 
by dividing by the same interval proportions, with adjustments to accommodate very small 
sections and to avoid fractions of quarter notes.  Note that background sections 3 and 6  
(72 quarter notes) allow for an exact representation of the original interval proportions, 
while section 7 (12 quarter notes) is so small as to require an equal intervallic distribution. 
 
Original time-point intervals 9 2 6 5 t 6 1 4 e 7 3 8 
Section 1  (108 quarter notes) 14 3 9 7 15 9 1 6 17 10 5 12 
Section 2  (24) 3 1 2 1 3 2 1 1 4 2 1 3 
Section 3  (72) 9 2 6 5 10 6 1 4 11 7 3 8 
Section 4  (60) 8 2 5 4 8 5 1 3 9 6 2 7 
Section 5  (120) 16 4 10 8 16 10 2 6 18 12 4 14 
Section 6  (72) 9 2 6 5 10 6 1 4 11 7 3 8 
Section 7  (12) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Section 8  (48) 6 1 4 3 7 4 1 3 7 5 2 5 
Section 9  (132) 16 4 1 9 18 11 2 7 20 13 6 15 
Section 10  (84) 11 2 7 6 12 7 1 5 13 8 2 9 
Section 11  (36) 5 1 3 2 5 3 1 2 6 3 1 4 
Section 12  (96) 12 3 8 7 13 8 1 5 15 9 4 11 
 



4.  To create the rhythmic surface of the work, attack points for each of the 144 
middleground sections are derived by articulating time-point proportions derived not from 
the entirety of the original row, but from its two complementary hexachords (Forte 
numbers 6-Z36 and 6-Z3).  The 6 time-point attacks for each middleground section are 
determined by a rotation scheme utilizing both hexachords: 6 rotations each for 2 
hexachords results in 12 different sets of 6 time-point attacks—enough to fill an entire 
background section.  Over the progression of the 12 background sections (the entire work), 
the order of progression of the 12 surface-level hexachords is rotated one position for each 
of the background sections, resulting in a complete cycle of surface-level time-point 
hexachords over the course of the work.  To insure that each of the 144 middleground 
sections is initiated with a time-point attack, each hexachord is transposed to 0. 
 
 Hexachord 1 Hexachord 2 
Original / T-0 09e5t8 / 09e5t8 237614 / 0154e2 
Six rotations 09e5t8 

9e5t80 
e5t809 
5t809e 
t809e5 
809e5t 

0154e2 
154e20 
54e201 
4e2015 
e20154 
20154e 

Rotations T-0 09e5t8 
0281e3 
06e91t 
053746 
0t2e17 
041392 

0154e2 
043t1e 
0e6978 
07t891 
031265 
0te329 

 
5.  The following scheme was devised to assign 36 time-point locations within a given 
number of rhythmic units based on the length (in quarter notes) of each middleground section. 
In some sections, approximations—or a completely equal distribution—are necessary. 
 
Beats Time-point modulus Ratio Distribution of 36 time-points over modulus span 

1 32nd notes  (8) 9:2 5-4-5-4-5-4-5-4 
2 16th-note triplets  (12) 3:1 3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3 
3 32nd notes  (24) 3:2 2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1 
4 16th-note triplets  (24) 3:2 2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1 
5 32nd-note septuplets  (35) 36:35 2-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1...etc. 
6 16th-note triplets  (36) 1:1  
7 16th-note quintuplets  (35) 36:35 2-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1...etc. 
8 16th-note quintuplets  (40) 9:10 four evenly-spaced “empty” time-point locations 
9 16th notes  (36) 1:1  

10 16th notes  (40) 9:10 four evenly-spaced “empty” time-point locations 
11 quarter notes  (11) 36:11 4-3-3-4-3-3-3-4-3-3-3 
12 8th-note triplets  (36) 1:1  
13 8th-note triplets  (39) 12:13 three evenly-spaced “empty” time-point locations 
14 8th notes  (28) 9:7 2-1-1-2-1-1-2-1-1-2-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-2-1-1-2-1-1-2-1-1-2 
15 quarter notes  (15) 12:5 3-2-3-2-3-2-2-2-2-2-3-2-3-2-3 
16 8th notes  (32) 9:8 2-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-2-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-2-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-2-1-1-1-1-1-1-1 
17 8th notes  (34) 18:17 2-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-2-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1 

18 8th notes  (36) 1:1  
20 quarter notes  (20) 9:5 Two t-pts each, plus four evenly spaced “empty” t-pt locations 



6.  Each of the 144 middleground sections contains 6 attack points.  To map a twelve-tone 
row (the original row or a transformation) to these 6 rhythmic attacks, a system was 
devised whereby each time-point is assigned 1, 2, or 3 pitches such that within the span of 
every 6 attacks, there is a ratio of 2 pitches to 1 rhythmic attack.  This is accomplished with 
yet another fairly simple rotational scheme utilizing, for each group of six attacks, two 
groups each containing a 1, 2, and 3. 
 
       (A) - (B) 
 
 A and B ascending    123-123 
 rotate A forward; B backward   231-312   
 second rotation     312-231 
  
 A ascending; B descending   123-321 
 rotate A forward; B backward   231-132 
 second rotation     312-213 
  
 — the second half progresses retrogressively toward A and B descending — 
  
 second rotation     132-231 
 rotate A forward; B backward   213-312 
 A descending; B ascending   321-123 
  
 second rotation     132-213 
 rotate A forward; B backward   213-132 
 A descending; B descending   321-321 
 
7.  The specific pitches to be attached to time-points (in segments of 1, 2, or 3) are 
determined by a “transposition array” wherein the entire twelve-tone matrix (“Babbitt 
Square”) is read by cycling through rotational sequences of the four classic twelve-tone 
forms (P, I, R, RI) transposed to the ordered pitches of the original row.  The transposition 
array yields 48 twelve-tone rows , providing pitch material for the first 4 of the 12 
background-level sections of the composition.  To obtain rows for the remaining 8 sections, 
a simple system of trichordal rotation is employed.  
 
Matrix for Original Row 0 9 e 5 t 8 2 3 7 6 1 4 
 3 0 2 8 1 e 5 6 t 9 4 7 
 P  rows read left to right 1 t 0 6 e 9 3 4 8 7 2 5 
 I  rows read top to bottom 7 4 6 0 5 3 9 t 2 1 8 e 
 R  rows read right to left 2 e 1 7 0 t 4 5 9 8 3 6 
 RI  rows read left to right 4 1 3 9 2 0 6 7 e t 5 8 
 t 7 9 3 8 6 0 1 5 4 e 2 
 9 6 8 2 7 5 e 0 4 3 t 1 
 5 2 4 t 3 1 7 8 0 e 6 9 
 6 3 5 e 4 2 8 9 1 0 7 t 
 e 8 t 4 9 7 1 2 6 5 0 3 
 8 5 7 1 6 4 t e 3 2 9 0 
 
 



  Sections 1-4  Sections 5-8  Sections 5-9 
  (Trans-Array)  (trichordal rotation) (final rotation) 
 
 P 09e5t8237614  9e0t85372146  e0985t723461 
 I 90t4e1762385  0t9e14627853  t9014e276538 
 R e812t9350647  81et92503476  1e892t035764 
 RI 5832671e4t09  835672e4109t  35872641e9t0 
 P t793860154e2  79t863150e24  9t763850124e 
 I 8e93t0651274  e98t03516742  98e03t165427 
 R 2e451068397t  e42105836t79  42e05136879t 
 RI 361045e928t7  61345092et78  1365042e978t 
 P 7460539t218e  467530t298e1  67430529te18 
 I 69718t43e052  9768t13e4520  769t18e43205 
 R 1t340e572869  t310e4725698  31te40257986 
 RI 4721560t39e8  724561t30e89  24761530t89e 
   
 I 031724t956e8  31024795te86  1034725t986e 
 R 96e08713t425  6e98703t1254  e96708t13542 
 RI e2980175t463  29e0185t7634  9e2180t75346 
 P 524t31780e69  24531t80769e  4521t30789e6 
 I t1e502873496  1et025738964  et1250387649 
 R 85te76029314  5t876e290143  t856e7902431 
 RI 250e34t81796  50234e81t967  0254e31t8679 
 P 30281e56t947  0231e86t5479  230e81t56794 
 I 7t829e540163  t879e2405631  87te29054316 
 R 638954t071e2  38654907te21  8634957t021e 
 RI 14et23970685  4e123t709856  e143t2097568 
 P 41392067et58  1342097e658t  341092e678t5 
 
 R 0923et461758  920et3614587  209t3e146875 
 RI 9076te538241  079te6385412  790e6t853124 
 P e8t497126503  8te974261035  te8749612350 
 I 58607932te41  8657902t341e  658907t321e4 
 R t7019824e536  70t9814e2365  0t7819e24653 
 RI 8e659t427130  e689t5274301  68et59742013 
 P 2e170t459836  e120t7594368  12et70945683 
 I 364t5710892e  64357t0812e9  4367t5810e92 
 R 749t65e18203  49765t18e032  9745t68e1320 
 RI 694378205e1t  9467830521te  469837520te1 
 P 1t06e9348725  t01e96483257  01t96e834572 
 I 475e68219t30  75468e19230t  5478e69210t3 
  
 RI 03t91286e574  3t01296e8745  t03291e86457 
 P 968275e043t1  68975204et13  8965274e013t 
 I e206139845t7  20e136849t75  0e236149875t 
 R 524t31780e69  24531t80769e  4521t30789e6 
 RI t187e0649352  18te07496523  8t107e964235 
 P 857164te3290  578641e3t902  7854163te029 
 I 2539460e781t  532469e701t8  32569470et81 
 R 305621794t8e  0532169478et  530162479et8 
 RI 7t548931602e  t578941632e0  57t948631e02 
 P 635e4289107t  35642e9187t0  5632e4189t07 
 I 14et23970685  4e123t709856  e143t2097568 
 R 4167328t5e90  164327t5890e  64127358t0e9 
 
 



 
8.  Characteristics of the composition produced by the original structural plan: 
 
     — Because each of the twelve background-level sections contains the same amount of 
musical material (12 middleground-level sections each with 6 attack points and twelve 
pitches = 72 attacks and 144 pitches per section), shorter (more dense) sections will seem 
“faster” while longer (more sparse) sections will seem “slower.” 
 
     —  Middleground sections will follow the same basic sparse/dense (slow/fast) 
proportions of the twelve background sections. 
 
     —  The rhythmic surface of the composition, even with occasionally extreme modification, 
will (at many times) reflect the proportions of the middleground and background sections. 
 
     —  Though the pitch sequences throughout are simple transformations of the same 
twelve-tone row, the “transposition array” allows for significant (and observable) pitch-
order variation—evidenced by repeated pitches and/or segments of pitches—at row 
boundaries.  Further, the trichordal rotation scheme changes the immediate ordering of 
pitches within rows but maintains overall sequential integrity.  Finally, the assignment of 
variable numbers of pitches (1, 2, or 3) to each time-point attack provides additional 
segmentation/partitioning of ordered and semi-ordered row forms. 
 
 
9.  Characteristics of the composition not produced by the original structural plan: 
 
     —  Occasionally, linear pitches are grouped into chords, or chords are arpeggiated into 
lines.  Both of these operations obscure or change original pitch ordering. 
 
     —  Pairs of pitches occasionally exchange places in pitch sequences. 
 
     —  Single pitches are often repeated immediately or shortly after their first iteration, or 
they are used as “pivot pitches” that are reiterated multiple times within short pitch sequences. 
 
     —  Entire segments of music occasionally repeat (especially at the conclusion of the 
composition). 
 
     —  “Puns” that reference tonal/functional harmony occur in numerous places at the 
surface level of the composition.  These moments are produced by acknowledging 
traditional harmony and voice-leading—the vertical spacing of chords, the tendencies of 
half steps, and the sonority and function of perfect fourths and fifths.  Though superficially 
attractive and memorable, these functional/tonal “puns” do not represent significant 
association to the deeper structure of the work.  These instances are in some ways 
analogous (though inversely so) to chromatic figures found in classic music: just as non-
chord tones do not affect the overall structure of a classic composition (imagine, for 
example, how much chromatic material is ignored in even a detailed middleground 
Schenkerian analysis), the surface-level functional/tonal moments in the Piano Sonata do 
not reference the overall structural plan. 



10.  A table of musical elements determined by structural sketch is shown below.  Note that 
this chart shows only the first four (of twelve) large-scale sections of the work. 
 

section beats six time-point locations Pitches (1, 2, or 3 per time-point) 
1-1 14 09e-5t-8 0-9e-5t8-2-37-614 
1-2 3 015-4e-2 90-t4e-1-762-3-85 
1-3 9 028-1e-3 e81-2-t9-35-064-7 
1-4 7 04-3t-1e 5-83-267-1e4-t0-9 
1-5 15 06e-9-1t t7-938-6-0-154-e2 
1-6 9 0e-69-78 8e9-3-t0-65-1-274 
1-7 1 05-37-46 2-e45-10-68-397-t 
1-8 6 07t-89-1 36-1-045-e92-8-t7 
1-9 17 0t-2e-17 746-05-3-9-t2-18e 

1-10 10 03-126-5 6-971-8t-43-e-052 
1-11 5 04-139-2 1t-3-40e-5-728-69 
1-12 12 0te-3-29 472-15-6-0t3-9e-8 

    

2-1 3 015-4e-2 0-31-724-t-95-6e8 
2-2 1 028-1e-3 96-e08-7-13t-4-25 
2-3 2 04-3t-1e e29-8-01-75-t46-3 
2-4 1 06e-9-1t 5-24-t31-780-e6-9 
2-5 3 0e-69-78 t1-e50-2-8-734-96 
2-6 2 05-37-46 85t-e-76-02-9-314 
2-7 1 07t-89-1 2-50e-34-t8-179-6 
2-8 1 0t-2e-17 30-2-81e-56t-9-47 
2-9 4 03-126-5 7t8-29-e-5-40-163 

2-10 2 04-139-2 6-389-54-t0-7-1e2 
2-11 1 0te-3-29 14-e-t23-9-706-85 
2-12 3 09e-5t-8 413-92-0-67e-t5-8 

    

3-1 9 028-1e-3 0-92-3et-4-61-758 
3-2 2 04-3t-1e 90-76t-e-538-2-41 
3-3 6 06e-9-1t e8t-4-97-12-650-3 
3-4 5 0e-69-78 5-86-079-32t-e4-1 
3-5 10 05-37-46 t7-019-8-2-4e5-36 
3-6 6 07t-89-1 8e6-5-9t-42-7-130 
3-7 1 0t-2e-17 2-e17-0t-45-983-6 
3-8 4 03-126-5 36-4-t57-108-9-2e 
3-9 11 04-139-2 749-t6-5-e-18-203 

3-10 7 0te-3-29 6-943-78-20-5-e1t 
3-11 3 09e-5t-8 1t-0-6e9-3-487-25 
3-12 8 015-4e-2 475-e6-8-219-t3-0 

    

4-1 8 04-3t-1e 0-3t-912-8-6e-574 
4-2 2 06e-9-1t 96-827-5-e04-3-t1 
4-3 5 0e-69-78 e20-6-13-98-45t-7 
4-4 4 05-37-46 5-24-t31-780-e6-9 
4-5 8 07t-89-1 t1-87e-0-6-493-52 
4-6 5 0t-2e-17 857-1-64-te-3-290 
4-7 1 03-126-5 2-539-46-0e-781-t 
4-8 3 04-139-2 30-5-621-794-t-8e 
4-9 9 0te-3-29 7t5-48-9-3-16-02e 

4-10 6 09e-5t-8 6-35e-42-89-1-07t 
4-11 2 015-4e-2 14-e-t23-9-706-85 
4-12 7 028-1e-3 416-73-2-8t5-e9-0 



 
11.  The first page of the structural sketch is shown below.  Time-point background 
moduli are notated within middle-ground sections (in most cases, a change of modular 
unit indicates a sectional boundary).  Time-point attacks and their assigned pitches (1, 2, 
or 3 per time point) are indicated underneath the rhythmic continuum.  Noteheads 
indicating register are seen on staves, and preliminary phrasing and pitch-order 
modifications are also evident. 

 



 
12.  The first page of the score is shown below, with a twelve-tone analysis of the 
measures 1–9.  Note repetition of pitch, “pivot” pitches, changes of order, and the 
overlapping of I9 and R11 using A-flat (8) as the common tone.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
13.  The first page of the score is again shown below, with a tonal/functional analysis 
utilizing chord-symbols.  Note that triads are frequently implied (often with both major 
and minor versions in close proximity), as are dominant-tonic relations (B-flat—E-flat, 
E—A, B-flat—E-flat, C—F). 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
14.  Below are quotes from three composers who have had strong influence—directly 
(Babbitt and Wuorinen) or indirectly (Ferneyhough)—on my personal compositional 
methods.  It is interesting to note what these three “systematic” composers have to say 
about the interaction between compositional design and compositional intuition.   
 
 

     I think the use of any structure is dual.  Firstly, it is to enable one to have a 
framework within which one can meaningfully work at any given moment, so that 
one isn’t faced with the totality of all possible worlds, under which circumstances 
one does nothing, probably.  Secondly, it presents one with an object to which to 
react — it is a state of affairs at any given moment, and if you have worked the 
systems properly, then you have left yourself enough freedom to be able to react 
in a totally individual and spontaneously significant fashion.  Structures for me 
are not there to produce material; they’re there to restrict the situation in which I 
have to compose, such that material can be spontaneously generated but still have 
relationships to the elements around, so as to produce a totally significant object.  
[Brian Ferneyhough interviewed by Richard Toop, in Brian Ferneyhough: 
Collected Writings] 

 
     A compositional method exists only to write pieces.  It is not sacred, and when 
the piece has reached, through application of the method, a sufficient degree of 
completeness, it will begin to assert its own rights and needs.  These may often 
seem to contradict the original method or call for changes in the work’s design.  
Do not hesitate when such a situation arises.  If the method has served long 
enough to allow the work it has produced to contradict it, it has more than 
fulfilled its function.  [Charles Wuorinen, in Simple Composition] 

 
     Well, look, you talk about "intuitive."  All that intuition, after all, can possibly 
mean is your recalled experience.  It means all of that that you have learned, all of 
your thought, your formal or informal conditioning, and that, of course, plays a 
part in any decision you make.  The very decisions, which you call "techniques," 
are not separable—in any sense of the word.  They're not separable from each 
other, and they're not separable from the decisions you make.  And why do you 
make those decisions?  Those decisions come from all of your past experience, 
and therefore that is your intuition, acting at all times.  How do you make any 
decisions with regard to a piece of music?  How do you decide what to write, or 
for what instrument to write?  (Though the latter might be derived from more 
practical considerations.)  So, in this case, of course the answer is that these so-
called "techniques" are not separable from any notions of intuition.  These all 
interact, and perhaps I don't understand what you mean by "technique," but one 
doesn't think of using "techniques."  One thinks, again, of the total piece and the 
total interaction of all the dimensions.  And the decisions about those come 
from—if you wish—call it your inspiration, call it your intuition, call it your 
technique.  [Milton Babbitt interviewed by James Romig in a mid-concert 
conversation at Dickinson College] 


